Name ___

Word and Idea Builder: Community Places
I can identify and use words related to a topic (ILS1a).
I can write about a topic (ILS3B1b).

What are the important places in my community?

Each of the nouns below are places in a community. Write words that describe each place. These words are adjectives. Adjectives are words that describe what something looks like, feels like, or sounds like. Add one noun of your own. Then draw a picture of each place in the box next to each noun.

NOUN: neighborhood
adjectives: loud, dirty

NOUN: street
adjectives: bumpy, pot holes

NOUN: school
adjectives: dusty

NOUN: store
adjectives: crowded

NOUN: park
adjectives: dirty, trash

NOUN: Bike Path
adjectives: sandy, wide, space for a vending box

Expository Writer
Write about your community. Use words from your own word list. Then draw a picture to show your community.
How my community is clean or dirty and what it needs.

My community is kinda clean but a lot of dirty. My building is loud cause a lot of music play really loud from upstairs. But it's okay with me because I barely hear it and sometimes it helps me go to sleep.

One thing my community needs is a thing that keeps people to stop littering like a alarm to tell them not to do litter. The reason my community needs that is because the people that litter makes my community dirty and look uglier a lot.